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Certain pra ti al onstrained global optimization problems have to date de ed
pra ti al solution with interval bran h and bound methods. The exa t me hanism ausing the
diÆ ulty has been diÆ ult to pinpoint. Here, an example is given where the equality onstraint
set has higher-order singularities and degenerate manifolds of singularities on the feasible set. The
reason that this auses problems is dis ussed, and ways of xing it are suggested.
Abstra t.
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The Setting

Equality- onstrained global optimization problems are of the form
minimize (x)
subje t to i (x) = 0, i = 1; : : : ; m
where  : Rn ! R and i : Rn ! R.

(1)

In interval bran h and bound algorithms to solve problem (1), it is ru ial to
 for whi h it an be veri ed that there is a feasible point x 2 x
,
obtain small boxes x
i.e. where (
x) = ( 1 (x); : : : ; n (x)) = 0. Su h a small box is needed for an interval
evaluation (
x), from whi h a rigorous upper bound f on the global optimum value
an be obtained. This upper bound is then used to eliminate subregions x of the
sear h region in whi h the lower bound of (x) is greater than f ; See [4℄, [5, x5.1℄,
et .
2.

The Example

Consider
Find x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , and x6 su h that
equivalently, su h that  is minimum, where

Example:

1
2
3

4
5

i

= 0, i = 1; : : : ; 6, or,

= 0:08413r + 0:2163q1 + 0:0792q2 0:1372q3;
= 0:3266r 0:57q1 0:0792q2 + 0:4907q3
= 0:2704r + 0:3536 x1 (x4 x6 ) + x2 (x24 x26 ) + x3 (x34 x36 )

+ x44 x46
= 0:02383p1 0:01592r 0:08295q1 0:05158q2 + 0:0314q3
= 0:04768p2 0:06774r 0:1509q1 + 0:1509q3
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=
r =
pi =
qi =
6

 =

0:02383p3 0:1191r 0:0314q1 + 0:05158q2 + 0:08295q3;
x1 + x2 + x3 + 1;
x1 + 2x2 xi + 3x3 x2i + 4x3i ; i = 1; 2; 3,
x1 xi + x2 x2i + x3 x3i + x4i ; i = 1; 2; 3; and
6
X
i=1

2
i

where

:

This system has been posed both as an optimization problem (with obje tive
fun tion ), and as a simple nonlinear systems problem. Neither Numeri a [11℄
nor GlobSol [1, 2℄ ould eÆ iently solve this problem, but it was not known why.
Preliminary omputations reported in [7℄ indi ated that it probably was not due to
overestimation in the individual interval onstraint residuals i , although it ould
have been due to dependen ies between the i that arise in the linear algebra for
the interval Newton method. We report here that, at least when the problem is
posed as a global optimization problem, the intrinsi mathemati al stru ture of the
onstraints is a major fa tor.
3.

The Tools and Results

Our goal was to determine the me hanism by whi h ex essive subdivision o urred
in GlobSol and to see if te hniques an be developed to avoid this ex essive subdivision. We posed the problem as an optimization problem (i.e. minimization of
), and tra ed GlobSol's steps. To determine a feasible point, GlobSol rst applies a generalized-inverse based generalized point Newton method [8℄ to the set
of onstraints, to nd an approximate feasible point x~ If su h a x~ is found, then
epsilon-in ation is used to onstru t a small box x, x~ 2 x in a k -dimensional linear
subset, k  n, of Rn within whi h an interval Newton method an prove there
exists a true feasible point; see [5, x5.2.4℄ and [6℄.
Using default on guration and initial box

x

= (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; x4 ; x5 ; x6 )
= ([ 2; 2℄; [ 3; 3℄; [ 3; 3℄; [ 2; 2℄; [ 2; 2℄; [ 2; 2℄);

the May 2, 2000 version of GlobSol did not omplete after pro essing 20,000 boxes.
However, we modi ed that version of GlobSol to always try to ompute an approximate feasible point before bise tion and to print the approximate feasible points to
a separate le. We subsequently he ked the residuals j i (
x)j at ea h approximate
feasible point x, and found that all of these were reasonably small (i.e. the approximate feasible point nder was reliable). We then plotted the approximate feasible
points, noting an apparent one-dimensional nonlinear manifold of solutions; see
Figure 1 for the plot of x1 versus x4 . This indi ates an unusual type of dependen e
of the onstraints; the onstraints are not symboli ally dependent, sin e a number
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Figure 1. Approximate solution points

of approximate feasible points ould be veri ed to be near true feasible points. (A
run of one hour produ ed 216 unveri ed small boxes and 12 boxes with veri ed
feasible points.)
However, there are higher-order singularities on the feasible set. Ne essarily, the
Ja obi matrix must have rank-defe t at least 1 at ea h point on the solution manifold. A rank-defe t 2 singularity o urs at the feasible point (0; :5; :5; 0; 0; 0).
The point x = (0; :5; :5; 0; 0; 0) was examined with an interval multivariate
Taylor de omposition. We interfa ed GlobSol with the COSY system [10℄, using a
Fortran 90 interfa e module. Although the i are of degree 4 only, it is advantageous
to view them in Taylor form: We omputed the Taylor models based at x and with
semiwidths 10 5 (that is, xi = [
xi 10 5 ; xi + 10 5 ℄), for ea h of the omponents
onstraint ve tor (x). We then applied a pre onditioner
i , 1  i  6 of the
based on in omplete LU fa torization of the midpoint of the interval Ja obi matrix
of to the Taylor models for the six omponents. (Note that this is a type of
symboli pre onditioning, similar to what Hansen has re ommended for ertain
omputations.) We thus obtained six Taylor models. The Taylor models for the
last two pre onditioned onstraints were as follows:
(Y )5 (x)



:069x1 x4 + :059x1 x5 :11x1 x6 :035x24 :029x25 + :0054x26
+:069(x2 + :5)x24 + :059(x2 + :5)x25 :011(x2 + :5)x26
:035x34 :030x35 + :0055x36
+:069(x3 + :5)x34 + :058(x3 + :5)x35 :011(x3 + :5)x36
+:069x44 + :059x45 :011x46
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(Y )6 (x)



:12x1 x4 :066x1 x5 + :053x1 x6 + :059x24 + :033x25 :026x26
:12(x2 + :5)x24 :066(x2 + :5)x25 + :053(x2 + :5)x26
+:059x34 + :032x35 :026x36
:12(x3 + :5)x34 :066(x3 + :5)x35 :053(x3 + :5)x36
:12x44 :066x45 + :053x46

where terms of magnitude 10 10 or less are omitted, we have rounded the point oeÆ ients to two signi ant digits, and where we have omitted the remainder bound
whi h, here, onsists of roundout error only. In ontrast, the rst four omponents
of Y (not shown) have nonzero order-one oeÆ ients. This unambiguously reveals
a rank-defe t two singularity where behaves as a two-dimensional quadrati form.
4.

Con lusions

Our analysis shows that, for this problem, the diÆ ulty lies not in intrinsi properties of interval arithmeti , but in the problem itself. If there is a manifold of solutions, in general there seems to be no way to eÆ iently verify that all of the points
in the solution set have been found, although it may be possible with spe ialized
subdivision algorithms (and with parallel omputation, perhaps) to omplete the
pro ess more qui kly than with a general algorithm. It seems that the best han es
are for the modeler to reformulate the problem, or to symboli ally parametrize the
solution manifolds.
Originally, we thought degree omputation as in [9℄ generalized as in [3℄ ould
help for the point x = (0; :5; :5; 0; 0; 0). However, degree omputation, although
allowing veri ation in singular ases, must fail if the solution is not isolated and
the solution manifold rosses through the boundary of the bounding box.
An advantage of interval omputations is that we an suspe t singularities and
unusual solution manifolds like those observed above if eÆ ien y is poor. That
is, if the global sear h routine seems to be doing an ex essive number of subdivisions, while overestimation in the interval extensions is not ex essive (surmisable
by looking at a few interval values), then there is a good han e that there is su h a
solution manifold. In ontrast, the Newton method used in the approximate solver
onverged without diÆ ulty. Without the bran h and bound sear h, the modeler
might never suspe t su h solution set properties!
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